Dr. Gardner,
I recommend the book to all of my students. I can say that every student who truly studies
from your book before taking the Praxis Core for Educators Math test, passes. I have had
some students take the test multiple times, finally listen and actually study your book, and
then pass by more than 20 points. The comments are always, I wish I would have studied
the book earlier. Your book is the VERY best tool for studying.
Thank you for this work.
Dr. Teresa Stauffer
Teacher Education Department
Great Basin College - Nevada

Thank you for all the help you have given my students and me. Our scores from
the most recent round of testing were superb. One student went from 134
before your text to 174 afterward. This book is magnificent!
Dr. Bill Lawrence
Department of Education
Averett University - Virginia

I have suggested your website and book for several of our students who were
struggling to pass the Praxis Core Math. I can say that those who purchased the
book and studied it, were successful on their very next attempt of the Math
Core exam. They are telling their peers about it!
Respectfully,
Dr. Henrietta Wright, Ph.D.
Teacher Education and Professional Development
Morgan State University - Maryland
I have informed students that your book is available for purchase as I have been
told by several of our students that it helped them pass the Core Math
test. One student told me it raised her score by 40 points.
Thank you again,
Peg Swisher
Certification Analyst
Department of Education
Shepard University

I am using this book with my students. It is wonderful!! I purchased the book over
a year ago and ask my students to purchase the book as well. If you have
additional tests for the book, please let me know.
THANK YOU!!!
Dr. Barbara G. Foster
Spaulding University - Kentucky

We continue to use your wonderful book with great success. I require
your Core Math Made Easy book for my online “Mathematics Skills for
Teachers” Course. I also recommend your book to anyone who is getting
ready to take the test. Thanks and I hope you continue to have much success
with helping our students pass the tests!
Donna Hardy Watson, Ph. D., Dean
School of Education - Bluefield College - Virginia

Dr. Gardner's "CORE" Math Made Easy is amazing, and a student gets a lot for the $50
or $35 he or she spends for the text. Along with the instructional problems and practice
problems, a student gets ten practice tests. All come with very clear explanations, and
the test questions are very close to the actual questions on the exam. I personally have
been impressed with Dr. Gardner's dedication to make sure her text and tests are
aligned to the tests. She actually has taken the Praxis test numerous times, and after
each one, she will add practice questions or create another test if needed. I also
appreciate that she responds quickly to emails. My students have used her materials to
prepare to take and retake the CORE math exam with great results. Many have told me
that they felt confident while taking the Praxis test after going through her material, and
their test scores showed a strong understanding of the math skills. Prior to using Dr.
Gardner's materials, students were often so close to the needed 150 but just couldn't
quite reach that score despite numerous attempts. After using her materials, those
students' scores would often jump thirty to forty points to scores of 172 to 186. Even
students who had previous scores from 114 to 126 have used Dr. Gardner's materials
and gone on to successfully pass the exam. I would highly recommend Dr. Gardner's
CORE Math Made Easy for any student who would like to refresh and strengthen his or
her math skills. Her materials are well organized, easy to understand, and highly
applicable to the CORE math exam. We feel fortunate to have found this resource!
Dr. Sheri Eaton – School of Education
Wayne State College - Nebraska

Hello Dr. Gardner,
We have been using your book entitled “Core” Math Made Easy and
have had amazing results. You have provided students with a tool that is going
viral. We had a student in our program who attended sessions for about three
years and could not seem to get the math concepts. She purchased your book
on her own and passed her Praxis Core Math test with a 184. That speaks
volumes and I felt I had to give credit where credit is due, which is to
YOU. Many of our students are now desiring to purchase your book.
Thank you for taking the time to meet a need and providing a resource to help
students conquer a hurdle on their academic journey. Again, thank you.

Dr. Deborah P. Williams
Assistant Director/Project Coordinator
Teacher PREP Student Support Services
Norfolk State University - Virginia

I'm ordering more books because I cannot keep them in my office. Students find
it so helpful, and I thank you for your fine work!
With warm regards,
Dr. Jenny Martin
Department of Education
Bridgewater College

I just want to say thank you so much for writing this book!!!!! I have
taken the praxis math 3 times scoring 130,136, & 128. I decided I
did not want to take the praxis anymore, however my mom
encouraged me to try again. I was searching online and came across
your book. I brought your book "Core" Math Made Easy and studied
for about a month and again the night before the exam reviewing
everything especially geometry because that's my weakness. I went
in yesterday and took my test thinking positive, "I love math". I
clicked the score button and saw a 170 and almost cried!!! I went up
34 points! I just want to say thank you so much this book is a
miracle - the best book ever to help with the praxis. I am going to
recommend it to my education department!!!!
Jacqueline Handy

I would like to thank you for your Praxis Core Math booklet. I took my Praxis test
yesterday, and passed the first time with a 192!!!! I highly recommend your booklet to
anyone out there taking the Praxis Core. I will definitely purchase your Praxis 5003
book!!!!!!
Alicia

Dr. Gardner,
I passed the math praxis!! Thank you so much for your book!! I am embarrassed
to say I finally passed the test on my 9th try. I scored a 118 on my 8th attempt,
then I accidentally stumbled upon your book on the internet, bought it and
wow! I scored a 152!!! I went from 118 to 152!!!
Thank you so much for your book. (You should sell it on Amazon.)
Deborah B.

Thank you so much for this book, I am a speech pathology major and I was super
frustrated when I figured out I would have to take the praxis core. The first two
times I took the math part of the test I received a score of 142 and then a 144. I
remember being so frustrated after I failed both times, I was nearly inconsolable. I
heavily considered changing my major and giving up because I have always been
terrible at math. I would recommend this book to everyone I have tried a lot of the
other prep materials from other companies and nothing even comes close in
comparison. Your book is by far the best thing out there. My third time taking the
test I received a 198 almost a perfect score and it is all because of your book.
This book is no joke, and if all the lessons and practice tests are completed and
reviewed I can almost guarantee anyone a passing score.
-Cassidy H.

Dr. Gardner,
I am just writing to thank you SOOOO much for the time you dedicated into making this
book. I just took the test and passed it with a 160!! This was my third time taking it and I
too couldn't believe how difficult this test was for education majors. Math has never
been my strong suit and I struggled with this test until I found your website. My scores
had been a 130 and a 146. I was hesitant to purchase it and now wish I would have
purchased it before my first Praxis exam. I will be recommending this book to every
education major I know!! This book is COMPLETELY the reason I passed. To anyone
struggling with the Praxis Math Core reading these testimonials: Definitely purchase this
book! Anyway, thank you so much Dr. Gardner. I can tell you are a wonderful professor
just from the way this book was written!!
Sincerely,
Ashley
I am a student at Marymount University in Arlington, Virginia. Earlier this month I ordered your
book Core Math Made Easy. After taking the Praxis Core Mathematics test twice this summer
and not passing I decided to order your book. I completed the lessons and practice problems in
the book through lesson four and completed one practice exam. Today I took the Praxis Core
Mathematics test and passed! I would like to thank you for writing your book. I passed the test
today and should be able to graduate next year as a teacher. Throughout my college years I
have seen and heard of several students who have not been able to pass the Praxis and have
dropped out of the education department or changed their major. Thanks once again!
-Lupita

“I just wanted to pass along to you that with the help of your study
guide I was able to successfully pass the Praxis Core Math test-5732.
I am an English major and have never found much success with math.
I had previously taken the Praxis Core Math test three times, and my
confidence was at an all-time low. Not passing the Praxis multiple
times was setting me back financially and was pushing my graduation
further away. Dr. Gardner's study guide is worth the money if you
invest time into studying."
-Matthew
Old Dominion University

Thank you so much for publishing this book! I am horrible at math
and tests really are not my thing. I went over every lesson and took all
the practice test (timing myself) and I passed on my first try with a
177. Practicing your material made me so confident taking the test. I
just wanted to say thank you and I wish there was a book like this out
there for reading and writing.
- Danielle

I just received my praxis core scores and I am writing
to let you know that I PASSED!!!!!! I got a score of
192! Cannot be happier, and can't thank you enough! I
think all I needed was some great time-saving
techniques and I got the confidence I needed to take
the test and pass! Thank you so much Dr. Gardner!
- Paola

I just wanted to send you an email and let you know how great
your study guide for the praxis core math test was! Before I used
your study guide, I had already taken the math portion of the
praxis two times. My score at that time was a 120. After using
your study guide and studying all the sections and doing the
quizzes, I felt so much more confident in taking the test. When I
took the test, I knew the majority of the answers to the
questions. The third time I took the test, my score was a 150,
which is what is needed to pass the test! I went from a 124 to a
150 in one test all thanks to your study guide! I just wanted to
send you an email and personally thank you for making that
study guide. I strongly believe it's the reason that I passed the
test and am so thankful for it!
- Jamie

I love the book. I took the test before seeing your book was
available and failed by 8 points. I was very frustrated with the
official practice test because it just didn't cover a lot that was on
the test, and it was just hard in general to find preparation
materials. I just took it again and my score went from a 142 to a
192, and it was completely due to your book! You saved me!
- Eric

Thank you so much! I just wanted to let you know that I used your Core
Math Made Easy book and I passed the test... I am so excited to finally
pass.
- Shauna - Arizona
I just checked online to see that my Praxis Core Math
results is in for the test I took. I passed so well. I
am very excited. Dr. Gardner, May God richly bless you
for your time, commitment and dedication.
Thank you so much
- Frema

I am really enjoying the Praxis workbook. I am
currently a teaching assistant who never thought she
would discover a love for teaching at the ripe old age
of 53. I all but threw my math skills to the wind and
am now working like crazy to get it all back. So, I
just want to say thank you for your work!
-

Gail

I just wanted to thank you for creating this workbook and let you
know I passed! I'm an English instructor at a university and have
decided to pursue a MAT. I have never been great at math and missed
the math requirement in my state by a point. I bought your packet,
and ten days later picked up nine points on the test!
Lindsey – Northern Kentucky U.

Just wanted you to know. I bought this book for my son-in-law that
had taken the math praxis 4 times and not been able to pass. I gave
him the tests you sent me over the months he was getting ready to
take the test. Taking the tests and then going over the key really
helped. He passed the 5th time! Thanks!!
Andrea - Tompkinsville, Kentucky
Dear Dr. Gardner,
I just want to take the time to thank you for making this
book. Math is a hard subject for me and you made this book so
easy to comprehend. I took praxis core math this morning for the
fourth time (120,128,114 my score for the first three times) and I finally
passed with a score of 182!!! I recommended my fellow classmates
of whom are having a hard time passing the exam as well to
purchase your book. Again thank you so much!!
Patricia – Kean University – New Jersey
I wanted to thank you for helping my daughter pass the Praxis Core
Math exam! We are very happy that we purchased your workbook,
Core Math Made Easy. After studying the workbook and taking your
practice tests, her score increased by 28 points!
Thank you,
Kimberly B.
Hello, my name is Sara Allen and I purchased your study guide to help me
prepare for my Praxis Core Exam for Math, and I just wanted to let you know that
because of your amazing study guide I was able to pass my first try! Math was
never my strong suit and it felt so good to see that hard work actually does pay
off! Thank you so much for all your help and knowledge,
Sara

Words cannot express how indebted I am to you and your book! As a
historian/ social studies person, I haven’t looked at math problems since
freshman year in college. The first time I took the praxis core I received a
146, just 4 points from the threshold score. After going through your book in
about four days, I took the praxis core math again and received a whopping
186! Thanks so much for your work!
-Brittany Jones

Hello Dr. Gardner, I purchased your book core math made easy last
year, and it has improved my mathematical prowess tenfold. I have
even recommended the books to some of my professors, future
colleagues and students who will be taking common core math very
soon. As you said in your intro, "If you like this book, please don't
email it for your friends, tell the cheapskates to get their own!" I LOVE
YOUR BOOK!!! THEY WILL BE GETTING THEIR OWN!!! LOL
Brent

I have googled everything that could be googled about Praxis
and even borrowed two Praxis books from friends. Compared
to the others, your book is far superior. It’s easy to understand
all of the problems are realistic examples. The time savers are
wonderful. Thank you.
Dee
I wanted to let you know I passed this morning! 180!!! I never thought I could get such a high score. 140
142 and a 180!!! Thank you so much for all the work you have put into your book! I was ready to give up
and your book gave me hope and without it I could not have passed!!!! Thank you thank you thank
you!!!!
Sincerely, Harmony

I just want to tell you thank you thank you thank you so much for putting
together that study guide. In 2008 I took the praxis math test 3 times and
didn't pass. I changed my major from education to psychology because I
couldn't pass the test. I recently decided to go to graduate school for
special education. The only thing that was holding me back from being able
to teach in the fall was this test. Before I bought this study guide I took the
test in january and march and didn't pass. I went today after studying with
your guide for the last couple of months and passed. I couldn't have done it
without the help of your guide. I'm so happy and relieved. I can finally
move forward and be what I've always wanted to be!! Thank you again!
Cara

Dr. Gardner,
I wanted to drop you a line and tell you thank you, thank you, thank you for Math Core
Made easy. Before buying your book I had purchased two other study guides and
received a 136 on the Praxis Math Core exam, nowhere near high enough to get into
Grad school. Needless to say I was very disappointed and discouraged. The secretary at
the Grad school recommended your book. It was so incredibly helpful. I have been out
of college for 12 years and my math skills were very rusty. I left my career to pursue my
dream of becoming a teacher. So getting into Grad school is a HUGE life changing
opportunity for me. I spent several hours studying and working your study guide. Last
Saturday I took the exam again and received a 186!!! Way above what I needed to get
into Grad School. So again, thank you, thank you, thank you. Your book broke down the
material and made it easy to understand and retain. I will strongly encourage anyone to
use Core Math Made Easy.
Sincerest regards,
Carri Snyder
HI Lynn,
I just wanted to let you know that I went from a 142 to a 158 today!!!!!!
THANK YOU!!!!!! You are the magical math whisperer!
Nicole Rafala

Hello Dr. Gardner, I would like to thank you for taking the time to write your book "Core
Math Made Easy". My first two times taking the test I scored a 124 and a 130. After
completing your book my score improved to a 194.
Thank you again,

Kevin Noldy
I PASSED!!! I have taken the praxis math section a total of 5 times for a little over a year now. I
have bought multiple Praxis prep books, study guides, went to a praxis prep class and the highest
score I obtained was a 136. Your sections in your book included a lot of familiar content that I
have seen on actual Praxis exams before. Your book gave me the extra skills and confidence to
boost me up. I ended up scoring a 170 and I am convinced that your book is the reason why. I
was literally about to give up and shift career paths until I tried once more on your packet and I
am so thankful I stumbled upon it. Thank you so much for publishing a book that is incredibly
well written, easy to understand and spot on with what is actually on the exam.
Thank you,
Colleen McMahon

I just want to say thank you so much your book along with your
practice test helped me. I study this book and working different
problems day and night. And it paid off! I passed my praxis test
with a high score of 180 on my first try!
So thank you again!
Demetria Keesee
I would like to say thank you! I ordered the book yesterday, studied all
night, and passed today with a 162! Today was my 7th time taking the
Math Core! My last score was 142 and today I jumped 20 points higher. I'm
so grateful and I'll promote this book to everyone I know struggling with this
test!
Latisha Hamilton
U. of Southern Mississippi

OMG I passed!! Your book worked miracles! Thank you so much. This was my 5th time
taking the praxis more and with your book it finally helped me score above 135 and I
needed a 150. I made 154! My family is very happy and proud of me and so am I!!
Thank you so much for providing this for us. Please let me know where I can go and
write a testimonial.
Thanks,
Sierra Rorie

I took my praxis last Tuesday, and I am happy to say that I scored a 176 on my test.
Before I bought your book, I scored a 140 on my test. With the help of your book, my
scores definitely increased as well as my confidence in my math ability. I just wanted to
personally thank you for making this book. It has truly helped me. I will definitely
recommend your book to those struggling with the praxis core math section.
Amanda Cook

I passed!!!! I got a 156. If I had had longer to study I'm sure I would have gotten more,
but I don't care, one week of study in your book did it. I've failed so many times, I was
literally depressed & sick. I'm sooooo excited! Thank you so much, you've save my
career & the well-being of my family. Everything was at stake.
Thanks again,
Tanya

Dr. Gardner,
I took the Praxis test today and passed with a 180! After taking it three times, I went
from a 120 to a 180 and it is all because of you. Words can never express how grateful
I am (one of those "I'd give you my first born if he was not already sixteen" kind of
grateful). Really, I was about to give up and then I saw your seminar. Plus, I have
dyscalculia so math is really difficult for me. If you ever need a testimonial about your
class I would happily do it!!! Thanks again for thinking of us non-math minded people.
With overwhelming gratitude,
Mimi Malin

My name is Kimberly and I wanted to let you know that with the use of your book I finally
passed the Praxis Math Core! I was feeling very demoralized and questioned whether
or not I was actually "good at math" and if I was meant to pass. These feelings I had
were a result of taking the praxis core three times to no avail (mind you this was before I
found your book online). I was truly feeling defeated after not passing for the third time
and decided to do one more search for any praxis core aid that was out there. I came
across your page, read your bio, and the testimonials of others that had great results
after using your book. At that point there was nothing for me to lose from purchasing
the book as I was on the verge of losing my teaching job if I did not pass that math test,
so I said "why not?" Once I ordered the book I created a calendar schedule to get
through all parts of the book before my test day. I had 22 days! Not a lot of time, but I
scheduled time every day for 22 days straight to get through all parts of your workbook,
which wasn't hard to do because your lessons were straightforward. For the week

before my test I took one of your six praxis core math practice tests every day and later
that day I would check my answers and thoroughly go through what I got wrong and
need to practice. On my test day I felt much more prepared to take on whatever was to
show up on that testing screen, but more importantly I had developed and internalized a
positive relationship with myself and math!
I think it is great that you first start off your workbook by encouraging the user to
reprogram their thinking from not being good at math to saying things like "math is fun",
"I love math", "math is easy". Even when I was saying those things in a cheesy manner
and jokingly, the fact was I was saying those phrases and they did begin to change my
thinking to the point where I was excited to tackle math questions that required setting
proportions, calculating the volume of various shapes and my alltime favorite: solving
for x! By embedding positive affirmations throughout your book, I kept getting
reminded that I could do this. I really appreciate your effort and work in this book. As a
teacher it is easy for me to encourage my students to work hard, but I tend to forget and
as an adult I learned that I also need to remind myself of what I can accomplish when I
work hard.
Well, to that end I went from a 128 to a 164! A 36 point improvement, which pushed me
to a passing score and I will be keeping the job I worked so hard to get.
Thank you a million times, my appreciations go out to you tenfold!
Best,
Kimberly

HI! This is Mary Allison Carpenter. I just wanted to let you know that I passed!!!!!!! Your
book is amazing and I actually told my advisor all about it for future students to be able
to purchase and be able to use!!!! I made a 152 and I needed a 150 to pass! Your book
is amazing again! Thanks so much!

I purchased your study
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I am in complete excitement! This was my third attempt at the Core Math Praxis Test.
I have struggled with math my entire life, I was at a loss of what to do, I could not pass
this stinking test! The first attempt I got a 128, then a 134. I needed a 150 to pass.
I bought your book, thinking this is worth a shot. I took the test today, after studying with
your book vigorously. Today I got a 158! I had raised my score 30 points from my first
attempt. I wish I would have bought this book sooner!
Thank you so very much for offering this book to people, I can’t tell you how happy and
excited I am!
-Amanda Brill

I am just writing to let you know that before ordering your test prep I took
the core math praxis 2 times with a score of 141 and then 148....running
out of time both times. I was so depressed about not passing. I came
across your prep material, made the purchase and prepped for 1 week and
got a score of 180 with 15 minutes left on the clock!! Absolutely worth every
penny. Wish I saw this before my first test. Would have saved me time and
money. Thank you! - Heidi Aleman
Thank you so much for creating "Core Math Made Easy"!! I passed the core academic skills for
educators: mathematics 5732 this afternoon! I took it three times before purchasing your book
and was losing hope of passing. The math was the last certification test that I needed to pass to
be able to student teach this coming fall and be certified. Thank you again for taking the time
to create this book, it's what made me pass! :)
Sincerely,
Jenna Huber

I just wanted to thank you for making this book. I literally just finished taking my Praxis
math 5732 and scored a 178. I went from a score of 126 to 178!!!!!! Thank you so much.
This was definitely an excellent investment!
N. Pittman
I passed the test with a score of 196 VA requires 150 as a passing score, so I’m done! I am very happy
that this exam is finally behind me.
I answered all questions. For couple of them I had to guess and move on. I had 20 minutes left for the
last 10 questions so I slowed down a little. I finished with 3 minutes to spare, not enough to review all 56
questions, but enough to go back to those two uncertain answers. The timing of this exam is the biggest
challenge in my opinion.
Thank you very much for making your book available to people like me, it has been an excellent tool to
prepare for the exam and I will definitely recommend it around me.
Have a nice weekend

Eve
Lynn Gardner lynngar98@aol.com was the person I ordered from. She is very user friendly.
You can also refer to http://www.mgmtutoring.com/ for additional information. We have been very
pleased.
Good luck, Brenda T.
Brenda S. Tinkham, Dean
School of Education
Chowan University

I am generally a very suspicious person when it comes to all the
offers on the internet with big promises. I ordered your
workbook because you had some really nice remarks by others who
used the book and I liked the idea that you had put the
important information in 4 chapters. This made it seem doable.
GLAD I found your book. After studying your workbook I raised
my grade 24 points and passed the praxis, which was my 7th
attempt. Thank you so so much for caring enough to put this
workbook together. It simply just made everything make sense.
Kalie

My name is Lindsay Gold and I am a doctoral student at Ohio University. We have has some
undergraduate students struggling with the Core test in mathematics and I would like to create
a workshop here at OU to help them be more successful. In searching for materials, I came
across your book and website. Looking at the sample pages, it struck me that you "spoke" to
the students in a way that was straightforward and no nonsense. If you write this way, I am
guessing you teach this way! My philosophy and reasoning for getting into math education
was to make mathematics more enjoyable and understandable for the learner and I think I
might have stumbled upon someone with the same passion!

Thanks to your book I finally passed the math test. I am sooooo happy you are a
life saver with this book. I took the math test 3 times before I finally purchased
this book and after I went through the whole book I went a took the test and
passed. THANK you SOOOOO MUCH! I recommend this book to anyone
struggling to pass this test.
Asia Conyers
Middle Level Education Major
Eldery & Special Needs Divison Leader (SOAR)
Winthrop University – South Carolina

So I purchased the core book in July and took the exam using it for the first time.
I made a 138 which was a 12 point increase from my original score. I took the
exam today and made a 185!!!! Wow!! I thought the reviews were just lies but this
book works!! I'm so so so so happy!!
Kaitlyn Kelly
Dr. Gardner,
I recently purchased the study materials you developed for the praxis core series,
mathematics exam, after failing my initial test-attempt by a mere 2 points! I found the
much of the language of the test difficult to translate into basic computation, and simply
took too much time, running out with close to 15 unanswered questions! That inspired
me to search for alternative study materials, and I came across your book.
I wanted to say THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK YOU for developing this study tool! I
took the exam yesterday, passing with a 196/200, and with 12 minutes to spare! Nearly
every test question resembled those covered in the lessons, and the variety of
questions presented on the exam mirrored the variety you included in each your 6
practice tests. Consequently, the exam this time around felt, dare I say it......EASY!! And
please know that math has NEVER been easy for me.
You've done a really wonderful thing by making your materials available to the
public...thanks again!
With gratitude,
Michelle Melhuish, Educational Speech-Language Pathologist

I just wanted to say thank you for that book! My score went from a 126 to a 160!
After studying the lessons and taking some of the practice tests, when I started my
Praxis test I was thinking “I know how to do this, and this, and this”. I wish more
people knew about this study guide because it was the third one I bought, and by far
the best! Thank you again!
Amelia Beatty
Marshall University – West Virginia

I just wanted to tell you THANK YOU so much for making this study guide. I was having
so much trouble with my Core Math Praxis test. I took the test five separate times and
my highest score on it was a 136. I thought that I was never going to get the 150 I
needed to pass it. Then I found your study guide, I used the study guide for about a
month and I passed my Math test with a 162 this past weekend. Again Thank You for
allowing my dream to become a teacher get one step closer to becoming true.
Joe Warren

I purchased your praxis core math book a couple of months ago, and I wanted to let you know
that I passed it!!!!!!!! I have taken this test 7 times scoring between 120-130, and after studying
your book, I passed with a 152, and I only needed a 150! I LOVE the way you lay the problems
out to where I can understand them! I am so happy, and I'm telling everyone to buy your book!
You're awesome!!!!! THANK you!
Krystal R. Catoe
Middle Level Education, BA
University of South Carolina

I just wanted to say thank you so much for putting the "Core Math Made
Easy" Book together. I passed my test today with a score of 190! I will
recommend this book to all of my teacher friends.
Thank you,
Keandra Hunter

I just wanted to thank you for this book. I have been trying to pass this test
for 2 years. I mean I was taking it every month. I took the test in Sept. and
made a 124. I just took in again on Oct. 20 after using your book and made
a 166.
Bernadette Sayles

I have to say that math has always been my worst subject. The last time I
remember truly understanding math was elementary school and even then it
wasn't concrete. I bought your book and studied from it for about a month. I took
the praxis previously but the content in your book was much more difficult than
the original test that I took (I missed the original praxis math by 7 points). I felt
soooo prepared today as I took my test. I actually looked forward to the math! I
breezed through the questions as MANY of the questions in your booklet were
very similar to those on the test. Thank you so much! At the conclusion of the test
when the option was asked if I wanted to see how I did. I nervously clicked math
and saw I got a 168!!!!
Thank you, thank you, thank you.
Daveena Richmond

I took the Praxis Core Exam for the at least the 7th time today
(not even kidding). My previous scores had been between a 118
and 124. I got no more than 22 question correct on any attempt.
I purchased your books and spent not quite 2 weeks in intense
study. I expected to barely get the passing score of 150 due to
the short preparation I did. Yet, I had an inkling that
since I had mastered what was in the book, I would be able to
conquer this test. When a 182 flashed across the screen, I was
flabbergasted.
Even the testing staff (who had grown familiar with my face) was
excited for me. I just can't thank you enough for the detailed
guide you have put together. It was so exact, so precise to what
is exactly on the exam. It took me a year of failing to realize
that I did not have the correct study material, yet I couldn't
find the proper study material anywhere. The Praxis
interactive test is a joke because they barely explain how they
came to the answer. You and your manual were truly a godsend and
should definitely be advertised as much as possible to
prospective teachers. Now I can remain in the teacher's program.
Again, thank you, thank you,thank you!
Kimberli

Hi Lynn I wanted to let you know I passed the Math Praxis with the help of
your book. I could never have done it without the practice problems on your
book. I wish there was some way for every praxis student to know about
your book. I will certainly pass the word. Thank you so much!!!
Teresa Brown
Hey Dr. Gardner!
My name is Iysha Perkins. I am one of the teachers that had been taking your Core
Math made easy practice sessions with KIPP. After 4 previous failed attempts (sad
face), I can now proudly say that thanks to YOU and your ability to make math less
intimidating...I PASSED MY CORE MATH TEST TODAY!! I'm so excited I just want to
jump through this phone and hug you! Thank you, thank you, THANK YOU!
And I will always remember:
1. I'm good at math.
2. Math is easy
3. I love math!
Again, I don't know if I could've done this without your help and this book. Thank you!

I ordered your Math Core Test October 21st in hopes of reviewing it and passing the test. Prior
to finding your website, I had just failed this test for the 6th time. Needless to say, I felt helpless.
Teaching has always been a passion of mine and having a test (not to mention, a math test
which isn't my major) in my way of reaching my dream quickly became a burden on my life.
After paying a ridiculous amount of money on buying tests that were offered by my college,
hours of searching for tests online, and watching videos that would explain methods, it wasn't
until I randomly came across your website and saw the preview of what your book had to offer.
Instantly, I felt compelled to buy it because my test just had the same exact questions on it! But,
then I was skeptical because I would once again have to spend more money on something that
seemed like a "gamble" because everything else I had bought was exactly that.
To say the least, before coming across your website, I received a score of 132. After buying
your online tests, I sat in my room and studied your material for the next 4 days until I had to
take it again. This time, I scored a 142. Though I was bummed, I left with my head held high
because #1: I knew that just after 4 days of reviewing your material it has gotten me up 10
points, and #2: having more days ahead of me to soak in the material before I would have to retake it for the 8th TIME made me feel hopeful.
Okay, so onto the unbelievable and mind-blowing news you've been waiting for! It WAS your
study material that made the biggest weight of my shoulders fall off. I just took my test today. I
studied your material for a little less than a month and every day I made it a "job" for me to sit
down and take at least 1 test. I not only became determined and confident in myself...but I
surprisingly began to enjoy it.
I owe you the biggest Thank You that I could ever give anyone.
Last month I scored 142 and today...just a few hours ago, I received a 194!!!!
I sat there in disbelief. It still feels too good to be true!
YOU MADE MY YEAR COMPLETE!!!
Thank you!
Alexis

Hi Dr Lynn,
It's an honor to be able to write this email! I failed the Core Math for the Praxis 2 times
before purchasing your book. My second time I took the Praxis I did worse with a 133. I
had only two weeks to take my Praxis again before losing my Student Teaching
opportunity for January and pushing my graduation from Grad school off another year.
Today I took the Praxis and increased my Score by 27 Points! I needed a 150 and I got
a 160! I'm so excited and so thankful that I found your book! I start teaching
Kindergarten in three weeks!!! Thank you thank you thank you and God Bless you for
doing what you do!!!
Jennifer Weymouth

Dr. Gardner,
I have been taking the Praxis Core Math test since May 2015, and had taken it 6 times. (Ugh!) I
was so frustrated and ready to give up. But, instead I searched for books online and your book
came up! I am by no means a math person- my first score was a 120, and each time I kept only
going up a few points. The last time I took it in was in December and got a 136. My highest
before your book was a 144 (which was 6 less than the state passing minimum.) However, I
studied your book for 6 days straight, did all of the lessons and practice tests. Today, I took my
praxis for the SIXTH time, and I received a 176! Crazy! I am so over the moon, and so thankful
for this book. I plan to recommend this book to my fellow colleagues if they have trouble passing
it. Thank you so much for the time and effort you put into this book. I AM ECSTATIC.
- Makenzy

I can't tell you HOW MUCH you mean to me :)
Seriously, though - I'm an English major, weak in Math, who failed the Praxis Math exam for educators t
wice before finding, and purchasing, your book. I also found a few excellent websites to help me with
videos and practice exams etc, but they couldn't have helped me much if I hadn't first studied every pag
e of your book, thoroughly taking notes and laughing at your unexpected sense of humor all along the w
ay..I vowed that if I ever passed that crazy exam, I would try to reach you in order to thank you personall
y for your clear explanations and kind/gentle approach, perfect for
non math majors. Well, I PASSED on January 9th, and I'm still celebrating!
Thankyouthankyouthankyou!!!
Sincerely,
a true fan,
Molly M. Addi

Words will never be able to express how thankful I am that you are sharing your knowledge
into an easy to read study guide. I have always struggled with math, and was beyond frustrated
after failing the Praxis twice (126 & 144). I ordered your book a couple weeks ago, and am
pleased to say that I passed this morning with a 176!! I sat and stared at the screen because I
was in a state of disbelief. I even had 10 minutes remaining to go back and check some
problems that I didn't know. I always ran out of time before!
God truly blessed you with a gift of teaching math. Thank you for sharing your knowledge and
breaking it down to a level that struggling students, such as myself, can understand. You truly
are an inspiration, and I pray that I will be able to help my future students as you have helped
me.
Thank you again!!
Lori Moreno

I PASSED I PASSED I PASSED!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
I WANTED TO THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR BOOKS. I ORDERED BOTH THE CORE BOOK
AND THE PRAXIS BOOK FOR MATH AND MY SCORE JUMPED INCREDIBLY FROM 122 ON MY
FIRST TRY TO 164 THIS MORNING. I NEEDED A 150 AND I WENT WAY OVER THE MARK.......
THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR BOOKS AS I HAD TRIED MANY BEFORE I FOUND YOURS AND
COULD NOT CRACK THIS TEST..... WHAT A BLESSING YOU ARE TO THOSE OF US ASIPIRING TO
PASS MATH PRAXIS....
DR. ISHMAEL MITCHELL
PG COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

My name is Aaron Giles and I just wanted to say THANK YOU for your study Guide!!!
I graduated with a Bachelors of Art in 2003 and worked as a graphic artist for many
years. I went back to school for Art Education in 2011 and to obtain my K - 12 art
teaching certification. I had a 4.0 in all of my classes and passed all of my Praxis tests
except the CORE Math. This test was a beast in my life for 2 years. I had to take it 5
times and actually reconsidered my choice to become an art teacher because I was so
beaten down and frustrated by it.
I spent a few thousand dollars on tests, tutors, books and other study materials. Not to
mention hundreds of hours studying. IT WAS A NIGHTMARE.
The last time I took the test before discovering your study guide, I made a score of 140.
I was devastated again. It was like I was living in my own private Groundhog Day.
Reliving the same nightmare over and over again. For a last effort, I purchased your
study guide and over a period of four weeks, studied every day. I took the test for a final
time and made a 190!!! My teaching license is finally in the mail to me!
I am telling everyone that I know who is having a hard time with this test about your
program.
I just wanted to say THANK YOU. It really changed the course of my dream of teaching
art and I don't think I could have passed the test without it.
Please use this as a testimonial on your website!

I just want to thank you for your book. I couldn't have passed the math portion without it.
I had taken it twice without passing, and was looking for a way to pass this third time. I
went from 126 and 132 to a 160 thanks to your book. I had previously paid to take a
Praxis prep course and had purchased 2 Praxis study books. Your book was my saving
grace. I will tell others about how much it helped me.
Thank you,
Francesca

I have taken the test four times and would get scores ranging from 138 to 148. I was
constantly frustrated with my scores and the test because you do not take the same test
twice. I was sincerely thinking of getting a math tutor and thinking of how I was going to
pay for that on top of my college expenses. I did a Google search and your book
caught my eye. As I read the description and saw some the sample problems, I knew
this was the answer to my prayers. It turns out, this book is exactly what I needed. I
took the test again for the final time and I scored a 164 and I only needed a 150! Thank
you doesn't seem adequate for what you have given me. I am overjoyed that I am
finally going to be a teacher! May God richly bless you for all you have done and
continue to do!
Forever Grateful,
Lynn Haynes

Dear Dr. Gardner,
I am writing to express my sincere gratitude to you for making the Praxis Made Easy resource
possible. The material incorporated in this workbook was extremely beneficial to me when I
recently used it to prepare for the test. As a result, I am proud to declare that I passed Praxis
Core Math with an outstanding score of 174. My state's required passing score is a 150. Again,
thank you for constructing such a dynamic and user-friendly study resource. It was truly a
pleasure as well as a privilege to utilize your product.
Best Regards,
Dion T. Jones

HELLLLLOOOOOO DR. Lynn,
You are a blessing from God! I failed the praxis core math 5 times. My
scores went backwards because of my frustration. They were in this order:
148, 146, 142, 133, 128, and 122(5th attempt). The study guide on the
Praxis website were no help. I googled for help and stumbled across your
link. I ordered your book and studied it for 2 1/2 months mostly because I
was afraid that I'll fail again. I build up the courage and took it this
past Saturday and made a 156!!! I needed a 150. NO MORE PRAXIS 1!
Your book is magical and I've been promoting it! Thank you!
Amal Thompson

Hi Dr. Gardner! My name is Devin Walker and I am an early childhood education major. In
order to get into the teaching program at my school you have to write an admissions essay
and pass all three parts of Praxis Core. My essay was accepted and I passed the reading and
writing section of Praxis Core but was still struggling with the math section. I have struggled
with math all my life and after taking the test 3 times and not passing, I was started to give up
and lose hope. I signed up in January to retake the math section on February 6th and then
went online and looked up how to pass praxis core math. By the grace of God your website
came up and I could not be more thankful. I knew immediately that I needed to order your
book and give it a try. I had tried everything up until this point, I even order the study tests
that the actual Praxis website suggests and still couldn't pass. I studied with your book every
single night two weeks before my exam and I am thrilled to say that I PASSED!!!!!! My
previous score was a 128 and I was able to bring it up to a 156. I cannot thank you enough, I
was so close to giving up on being a teacher and I'm so glad I didn't. Your book is truly the
real deal and I am going to recommend it to all my friends who are struggling with the math
section just like I did. THANK YOU SO MUCH!!!!!
-Devin Walker
Dr. Gardner,
I don't know where to begin, so I will just pick a point and go from there. I am 57 years
old. I recently left a very high paying job to pursue a career in teaching before I became
too old to do so. The last time I took any math courses was circa 1974, and all of the
fundamentals were killed off along with the many brain cells I likely lost during the 70's
(kidding....not much)
I never did very well at math. In fact I hated it. I always had "math anxiety," and would
freeze up at the sight of an equation. It's sort of funny, because I am a wizard at Excel
and also with Microsoft Access. Regardless, I failed my first attempt at the Core Math
test with a score of 124. I spent over $500 on a tutor and failed again with a score of
130. I had been studying for almost four months.
Then I found your book. With two weeks of diligent study, and some excellent support
from my wife, I took the exam for the third time today. I scored a 172! I couldn't believe
my eyes when the score flashed on the screen. I walked in to the exam with a sense of
dread and fear, and left with a huge smile, and tears of joy streaming from my eyes.
There is nothing I can say or do that will ever be enough to thank you for writing your
book. You have given me a chance to fulfill a lifelong dream before it's too late to pursue
it. To go back to the white collar grind (although the money is great) is the last thing I
wanted to do, and frankly, at my age, it may not have been so easy to go back anyway.
In summary, I simply want to tell you how much your book and your work has meant to
my life. I'm sure you get letters like this all the time, but regardless, I would be remiss if I
did not send you one myself. Thank you, and thank you, and thank you again! You are
my savior, and as I predicted....my mathematical muse!
Sincere Regards.
Brett Gilman

I just want to write to you to tell you that today I was scheduled to re-take my
Praxis core Math. This was my 3rd attempt. I'm so happy to say that I finally
passed with a 156! Coming from a person who never enjoyed doing math in
school, this has got to be the hardest test I have ever taken in my life! For a
moment I felt like passing the Math Praxis core would be impossible for me at
this rate. Then I googled and found your website and purchased your book. All
these equations I couldn't understand before were finally making sense thanks to
your secret short cuts! This book seriously works! Even people like me who
hated math classes in school will guarantee pass with the help of all the contents
in this book. I'm so ready to start my teaching career, thanks to you!
Michelle Q.

I'm a Spanish native speaker and last time I took math was back in 2000. I
consulted several books to prepare for my praxis core test, however, your
book was the only source that provided clear explanations and lots of
exercises. It really helped me comprehend math problems in English, and
the best way to solve them.
I passed my math test, and I just wanted to say thank you so much for
creating such an awesome resource!
Sincerely,
Maria Johnson

Dear Dr. Gardner,
TODAY I PASSED THE MATH PRAXIS! I had taken the test THREE
times over the past two years and my score progressively continued to
decrease. HOWEVER, after only two months of math boot camp
using your book I went from a 120 to 155! I am absolutely astonished
by my own accomplishment and can't wait to share your brilliant work
with others!
Thanks again!
Liz

Good Afternoon Dr. Lynn:
I just completed the Math Praxis. I saw a score of 166 on my
computer. For the state of MD, I only needed 150 to pass. So it is safe to
say that I officially passed!!!!!
You are a true blessing to me as you took me from a score of 132 to
166. I so appreciate all your sage math council and advice. Thank God I
can keep my job!
I will be sharing how you helped me with my colleagues who are still
struggling to pass the Math Praxis.
I'm over the moon with happiness...
Bless You Always,
Helene A. Johnson

Thank you so much for proving prospective teachers this resource! I took
the exam twice. First time I got at 144 second time 146. 150 was needed to
pass. After going through your material very thoroughly I got a 188!!!! This
was a major stressor in my life I owe you the world! How can I give you a
positive review???? You are amazing!!!! This is the ONLY resource that is
directly applicable to the exam!
Thanks again!
Katie Schlosser

I just want to thank you for your book. I read it and studied it
religiously and I went from a 137 to a 180!! I have always been terrible
in math. When I failed this test the first time I was humiliated and
heartbroken. I was reluctant to spend more money on study material
since I already felt so defeated. It was the best purchase I have ever
made. Thank you for creating a book that actually helps with this test!
I only wish you wrote one for writing and reading as well :)
Thank you so much!!
Laura Cordaro

I previously took the new core praxis three times... and failed it three
times. To tell the truth, my score got worse each time I took it. I
graduated Magna Cum Laude, but could not pass that stupid test. The
problem was my processing/converting. I'm great with words and fair
with math, but put them together and it is trouble. I would find myself
at the end of the test with 15 questions left and 5 minutes to go. So
here I was with a worthless degree, a pile of student loans, and no way
to get a teachers license from the state of Mississippi. I had given up,
and was ready to just start looking for a job on another industry. One
day a friend mentioned to my wife that her daughter had great success
using your study guides. I agreed to give it one last shot, and guess
what??? It Worked!!!!
My score improved 26 points!!!! I received my license last week, and I
was offered a job yesterday. Thank you so much Ma'am. I couldn't
have done it without you!
Brian Grammer
I would like to sincerely express my gratitude for your Core Math Made Easy textbook/online
book. I went through a hard time of passing the test, as it took a total of three tries before I
achieved such a feat. My first two scores- a 120 and a 130. After working diligently with your
resource, I received a 182. Certainly, I was beginning to lose hope, but your test provided
such clarity and helped greatly on the exam, as many of the questions mirrored the actual
questions. Math is not my strong suit, however, your study guide was able to re-teach me the
necessary concepts. You deserve nationwide recognition for providing such a source to
apprentice educators. Again, thank you!
Milan Wolfe

I honestly cannot thank you enough for your amazing book! I have always been awful at
math and was scared to death to take this test. The first time I got a 112 and that's when
I browsed the internet for other books that might help and came across yours. I got the
electronic copy and studied it religiously. I took it the second time and was surprised at
how much I knew and how similar the problems were those in your book! I got a 134
that time and then bought the hard copy. I was so close to passing and I knew I would
get it this time and I did! I passed with a 154 today and I'm so happy I don't have to
worry about it anymore! Thank you again!
Sam

Your book was a lifesaver. I have always been bad with math. Before I bought your
book, I took the praxis core math test 4 times never scoring above a 138. After I bought
your book and went through the program, I raised my score 10 points to a 148. I went
over the book again and practiced even more and I am happy to say that today, on my
sixth try taking the math praxis core exam, I passed with a 188!!!!!!! I am over enjoyed.
Your book is the reason as to why I passed the math praxis core!!!
Thank you
Ellie W.
University of Nebraska

I am 49 years old, I have not had a geometry or an algebra class in 26 years
and because of your book I was able to pass my Praxis after failing it 4 times.
Thank you! I can now be certified to teach and my Master's degree is on the
way. I will also be able to complete my SPED certification in 8 weeks and start
teaching a 1/6 Special education class in the fall.
Jeanie Smith

Dear Dr. Gardner,
I want to thank you for your wonderful book Math Made Easy. It helped me
tremendously to pass the Praxis Math Test after 36 years since taking a math
class (in Spanish) and not being an English native speaker. Without your book, I
would not have been able to complete this requirement toward teacher
certification. What an excellent resource! I am so grateful to you.
Sincerely,
Aurora Varn

I purchased the Core Math Made Easy a year ago, but have just recently
been able to take the test...Life happened ;)! But I had to write and tell you
that your book was a lifesaver!! All of the questions were spot on and your
explanations were easy to understand! I have no doubt that you helped me
pass this test - third times a charm!
THANK YOU
Amy Louviere

I just took core math for the fourth time and my score went up 34 points for
a total of 174!! I literally could not believe my eyes. I sat there for about 10
minutes thinking oh my gosh, is that a 1 or a 7! I wish I would have found
your workbook earlier! This was with only studying your book for like 4
days. I am officially done with all of my licensure exams and can apply for
my provisional license through a non-trad program in my state. I will be
telling everyone about here in Arkansas! I will admit I was a little skeptical
about your book because I've tried everything. However, it was the best
$35 I've ever spent! Thank you so much! You are truly a blessing!
Amber

I wanted to be sure and thank you for helping my daughter, Suzanne pass the math
portion of the Praxis exam! I purchased your book Core Math Made Easy (after
trying multiple other study aids) and it helped just like you said it would. It was
the fourth time she had taken the exam and prior to using your book her scores got
worse each time she took it. Suzanne said the book worked like a miracle and she
scored a 164. She will now be able to continue her dream to be a speech
pathologist. :)
Thank you again
Kathie Onkka

WE DID IT!!!!! I improved from a 130 to 162!!! That's 32
points! I can never thank you enough!!! Please note you are
seriously the only math teacher who has ever made sense to me.
I learned more through your book than any class I've ever
taken. Thank you for making this impossible task an achievable
goal.
Chris Napier

I wanted to write to thank you for putting together such a phenomenal prep book for
the Praxis Core. I am in my early fifties and back in college pursuing a teaching degree.
Needless to say, I have not had algebra and geometry for many years and I was quite
rusty. The first time I took the Praxis, using prep material from other companies
including ETS, I scored a 142. I purchased your book and studied for three weeks, took
the test again and scored a 168! The test questions on the actual exam closely mirrored
your lessons and practice questions, and I felt very prepared this time. Again, thank you
so much!! I have been telling everyone at my university who is struggling to pass the
Praxis about your program!
Jacqueline F.
Greetings! I am an Elementary Education major at University of South
Carolina-Aiken. I used the Praxis Core study guide to prepare for that
dreaded high stakes test. My score on the Math jumped from a 128 to an
astounding 180! I had such significant improvement in scores that it went
under review!! For me, this book was invaluable! I learned, no memorized,
strategies and shortcuts that enabled me to walk in, with confidence, and
successfully pass the test on my third attempt!! To say THANK YOU is not
enough to truly express my gratitude. Sincerely,
Donna

I want to thank you so much for creating the Core Math Made Easy book. I had taken
the test 4 times and could not pass no matter how much I studied. I found your book by
accident and purchased it immediately. Just today, I took the test for the 5th time and
not only did I pass, I improved my score by about 45 points. I will admit I doubted that
this book was going to help me when no other book could but it did, and I have you to
thank!
Heather U.
My name is Rachel and I am an early childhood education major at YSU. I took the practice class
for the math PRAXIS this semester. With the help of the class and your fantastic book, I finally
passed today! This was my fourth time trying. This morning before I left for the test, I was
looking through your book one last time, and by chance turned to the page with one of the
answers being your email and to let you know how we do (somehow I never saw this before
and I have been reviewing this book since January). It made me feel so much better about
taking the test today. Thank you so much for such a great book it helped me immensely.
Rachel

OMG!! Thank u so much. I started studying ur book on Jan 4 and
would study about an hour a day when I could, then during
school I started to really study. I learned so many tricks and it
was amazing.. I would redo problems.. I actually was confident..
I passed yesterday.. my score went from 132 to 164.. I promise I
will tell my peeps about this book, but they will have to buy it..
my salary will now go from 16k to about 46k..
Thank u!
Holly B.
I just want to thank you for your study guide. It absolutely helped me to pass my
math exam today. I had been taking the core math exam for six months and
failing every time but your study guide helped tremendously and helped me pass.
Thank you very, very much.
Christopher G.

Hi! My name is Carol Bright. I am writing to tell you how grateful I am
that you took out the time to write Core Math Made Easy. Before I
discovered this book online I struggled tremendously on the Core
Math Test. I took the test back in January and scored 126 even after
studying all the material offered by ETS. One night I was searching on
Amazon for some type of material that may help me boost my score.
While reading some of the reviews for the different books on Amazon,
I noticed that someone recommended that the best book for Core
Math would not be found on Amazon, but instead they recommended
that customers should look up your book. I Googled your book and
was amazed at all the success stories that many had posted that
studied your material. To make a short story short I ordered your
book, studied for almost 4 months and today I amazingly scored a
192. Thank you so much for thinking of people like me, that has been
out of school for over 20 years, and better yet, I have never taken a
Geometry course. I can now pursue my career as a Primary School
Special Education Teacher. I am more knowledgeable about math now
that I have studied your book. Thanks again!

I said that if I passed the Praxis Core Math (5732) exam that I would most
definitely write you to say thank you for your book because I know there is no
way that I would have passed this exam without it. Also, allow me to encourage
anyone who may be struggling to pass this exam (as I was) to most definitely get
this book because I guarantee anyone that if they follow the instructions laid out
within its pages that they will without a doubt pass this exam with somewhat
great ease. Thanks again, Dr. Gardner. And may God bless you for producing
such a helpful resource.
Mark

Hi Dr. Gardner,
I am writing to first send well wishes your way. I am also writing to express my gratitude and
sincere thanks for your Math E-book which helped me pass both of the Math Praxis! Without
even meeting you, you have left a great impression on me. I took the Praxis Core and Praxis II
math 3 times prior to studying your e-book. When I studied using your book on my 4th attempt, I
passed. I also feel more confident in math. I comprehend ideas that I have not fully
comprehended before. For that, thank you.
Jill

I just wanted to write and tell you that I passed the Praxis CORE mathematics section
using your book. I have had a long and troubled history with math. I was terrible all
throughout high school and college. I never actually passed college algebra. When I
discovered, to my horror, that I would have to take a math test in order to teach, I was
extremely discouraged. I had already been offered a job that was contingent upon on my
score on this test. I took it one time and scored a 134. I then bought your book and
studied with it for six weeks. I took the test again this afternoon and I scored a 164, well
above what I needed to pass. I am forever grateful and thankful for this book. I know
that without it, I would not have passed. I considered myself hopeless when it came to
math. But your book saved me. I will recommend this to anyone needing help passing
this test. I am now convinced that if I can do it with this book, anyone can. Thank you so
much.
Adrienne Gillis

I just wanted to thank you so much for creating the core praxis
math. I failed the first 2 times and on my third attempt, I passed!
This study guide was a life saver and exactly like the questions on
the test. I never leave comments, but passing using this guide
made me so happy that I just had to let other people know! My
score was raised 24 points from a 140 to a 164. Thank you so
much and I will be purchasing your other book for my Praxis 2
math.
Ashley

I briefly let you know at the end of class today that I had passed the day before our class
began. It was my last-ditch effort in passing the praxis core in time to report my passing score to
GMU for my special education cohort internship application. I bought your text book in advance
and completed the geometry chapter on my own. In realizing how AMAZING your text book
was I felt a boost of confidence in attempting the test one more time before beginning your
class. I had received previous scores (4 prior attempts) in the 142-149 range before using your
book and after completing the geometry section and taking the test on my final attempt I scored
164! I couldn't believe it! I have a learning disability and struggled with math throughout my
entire education...needless to say, a 15 point increase from using your text book on my own was
enough of a reason for me to take your course. Thank you for creating an incredible text book
and I just wanted to also express how much I admire your teaching techniques.
Christine Mercede

I just wanted to let you know just how amazing the "core math made easy"
study guide is!!! I've taken the test three times with the help of numerous
study guides and never was able to pass. I almost lost hope then I
stumbled upon your study guide. I decided to give it my all and studied for a
month straight in preparation. I just took my test yesterday and I got a 188;
my last score was 142. Amazing!!!! Thank you so much!! You have no idea
how happy I am.
Alejandra Llamas

Just wanted to say that I am a huge fan of your books. I struggled so much
with the Core Math (took me 7 times!). I wish I found your book sooner,
because I passed the next time I took it after using it!
Christina

I took the praxis math exam today and scored 14 points above the minimum
passing score (minimum is 150, I scored 164) it’s all thanks to your book! Thank
you so much!!! Core Math Made Easy prepared me more than I could have even
asked for.
Tanisha Keat
I purchased your "CORE MATH MADE EASY" earlier this year because of
the great reviews. The first time I got it I skimmed through it and thought to
myself "oh, I got it" but no. It wasn't until I really took your material and
studied EVERY SINGLE QUESTION and read EVERY SINGLE
EXPLANATION that I finally passed my math praxis. I went from a 130 to a
160! I thank God for your life. Thank you so much!
Cindy Guzman
Thank you, thank you, thank you!!! I purchased your book a few weeks ago,
started studying and passed the Praxis Core Math. (FINALLY)--- After two failed
attempts, I realized the material I was studying was not on the Praxis. Then came
....... your book- everything I needed. :)
Tina Wolfe
Today (Nov. 6, 2017) I took the math section of the praxis core test and passed
with a 196! This was my 5th time taking this test and my FIRST time using your
book to study with. My best score, out of the 4 times I have taken the test, was a
138... I cried when I saw 196 pop up on the screen, I could not believe it. I studied
for 2 weeks straight using your book, but I never thought I would end up doing so
well. During the test I remembered all your tips and tricks, I remembered all your
formulas, I passed all because of you! Thank you so much! I could not have done
this without you.

I just wanted to let you know what I will FOREVER live by the book you
made! I’ve taken the Praxis Math Test ten times, (tenth time being
yesterday, 11-20-2017) and I PASSED on the tenth try! I read the reviews
from your website and thought I’d give it a shot since I’ve tried and spent so
much money on books and tutoring to pass this test. My scores usually
ranged from 140 to 146 and my tenth score was a 164! I studied the hardcopy book and the tests that were sent to me as well. Your book and tests
were the first material I’ve studied that actually had problems similar to that
of the praxis test! I finished with 3 minutes left and literally screamed when I
passed (I was allowed to because the women knew me by name in the
testing center and swore if I did not pass this time they were going to
literally hang me by my toes)! Thank you so much! Without this book I
would not have been able to go back to school in January 2018 to finish my
major in education!
I just wanted to pass on to you how excited I am. Yesterday I took the Praxis
Core Math for the 3rd time - and finally passed. The first 2 times I was studying
Magoosh. (highest score 128 - yes, that was my actual high score) This third and
final time I studied your program and scored a 168! Math was always difficult for
me, but I hadn’t had math since the 1970’s…. noting that it had been a very long
time since my brain was thinking that way. Trying to understand processes were
difficult but your program was extremely helpful. I have to admit there were a few
sample questions that had me stumped and there were no explanations, but looking
through other problems I was able to find how the solution came about - to which I
think was better, for me anyway, because I was made to think through the process.
Anyway, I don’t want to ramble, but I do want to thank you for creating such a
wonderful resource, especially for those like me that have been out of ‘math’ for
over 40 years…. thank you, thank you, thank you :-) Now I can graduate with my
Masters in TESOL K-12 this spring.
~ debby pastrana Williams

THANK YOU SO MUCH!!!!!! This was legitimately my FOURTH time taking the MTH Core
Praxis.... and as of this morning (December 13th, 2017) I HAVE PASSED WITH A SCORE OF
164!!!!!!!!!!!!!! NOT EVEN JOKING, I praise The Lord for this score and for this study guide. I
give God ALLLLLL the glory for giving you the capability to understand, discern, and TEACH
students like me the material to pass this and then again giving me the capacity to
understand it as well. I was SOOOOOOO excited that I passed this morning, that I
immediately started praising God and sprinting across my campus to tell my advisors that I
had passed the Praxis and was well on my way to being a teacher by God's grace through
THIS STUDY GUIDE. I LITERALLY tried using other study guides (even the one that Praxis
makes) and I never got passed using those. My lowest score was a 126, but from the time I
most recently failed I received a 136.......... and after having used this study guide I got a
164!!!!!! Thank you soooooo much I praise God for this. I'm so thankful that I stumbled upon
this after having been so saddened and discouraged from the times I hadn't passed before. I
remember laying in dark room, crying, and I stumbled upon these testimonies and I was
soooo encouraged and I didn't think they were real, until I saw a name of a girl that went to
my school and I messaged her and found out that this study guide was legit. Thank you, thank
you, thank you!!! This is the biggest relief ever. I praise God for this.
Shayna Garrett - Marshall University

My name is Sarah Greer and I am a student at Emory and Henry College in
Virginia. Thank you for making the book “Core Math Made Easy”. From
studying your book, alone, one time through I made a 186/200 on my math
praxis on the first shot, mind you math is DEFINITELY not my strong suit.
Your book works miracles!
-Sarah
Your book is a phenomenal resource for our students! We purchased 10
copies that we keep in our curriculum resource center, after seeing one of
our struggling students increase her score by 40 points.
Crystal M. Hawthorne
Coordinator of Teacher Licensure
Youngstown State University - Beeghly College of Education

I used your book for the math portion of the Praxis Core. After having taken it
twice, a friend of mine told me about your book. On my third try, after studying
your book, my score went up by almost 50 points to a 184. The difference in my
scores caused a review! After telling my Advisor at University of South Carolina
Aiken, she has ordered your book and is now using it for Praxis prep classes.
Thank you for all you do!!
Respectfully,
Donna C. Blackwell
I just bought you’re book a month ago after feeling hopeless like I would never pass this test. I was in
a college course for praxis math, I bought the practice tests, I tried everything. Today I took the praxis
core math for the 20th time and I finally passed. Thank you so much for creating this book. I will be
recommending it to everyone I know.
Summer
I just wanted to thank you for the wonderful book and practice tests you sent and made for us!! I was
able to pass the test after taking it 7 times!! I cannot thank you enough and beyond happy to begin my
teaching career! Forever grateful,
Angelina P. Calderon

I just wanted to say thank you so so much!! I used your Praxis book and my Praxis
score went up 30 points and i finally passed!!! I went from a 138-168. This book is
awesome and i tell everyone who asks me about it. I just cannot tell you how much
it helped me and it was the only thing i studied. You helped me be able to continue
my dream of becoming a teacher.
Leah Abney

I feel like I won a world cup gold medal in Math. I passed, all thanks to your help
and book. The questions were almost identical. I feel like it was meant to be. I had
this total fear of passing this test and have actually failed 3 times until I found your
resource. In just two weeks I went from a low score to a score well over passing.
Thank you! I can’t say enough how much it has helped my confidence. It’s been
nearly 23 years since I took my last teacher exam and transferring to a new state
was a BEAR! I went from a 136 to a 170! Wow. So great!
Thank you! I actually am enjoying math now! :-)
Nina

I passed my test and I had 20 mins left to review. Those 11 practice tests really
helped. It was true to the test! Thank you soooo very much. This was a Goliath
in my life (math)....and I couldn’t have done it without your help and God. You
have no idea the joy I am feeling, I was ready to turn away from the program
just so I could avoid this test (thinking it is impossible for me to pass). But I
didn’t. And I passed. Thank you.

Your book "Core Math Made Easy" helped me to pass the Math portion of the Praxis
Exam. I passed all of the Praxis tests required by the state of Maryland except for the
Math portion, a couple without much studying. I had taken Algebra and Geometry in
high school back in the 80s, but I really did not have a good handle on that math even
then. After all these years, I was just plain lost. Trying to study for the Praxis was such a
challenge. I had years of math to learn and did not know where to start. Then a
representative at Grand Canyon University recommended your book. I love the
introduction, as you've summed up what a lot of us feel about this particular Math Praxis
being required for an elementary teacher. I used your book, supplementing with Kahn
Academy videos and practice modules faithfully since the fall. Prior to that I spent about
a year trying on my own to determine what to study, and my studying was all over the
place. ETS study resource was not much help because their answers to problems did
not provide enough information for me to understand how the solutions were reached. I
tried a couple of paid video resources for studying the Praxis, but one was too
expensive and the other just did not have enough depth for what I needed. Your book
got me started on a focused plan that I could stick to. I just kept feeding myself Math,
doing the many practice tests from your book when I wasn't studying. Not only did I
pass the Core math praxis, but I feel much better about math. It doesn't scare me
anymore. I hope I can instill in my future students that they can learn math too. Thank
you for making this resource available and affordable.
Brenda Ramey

Thank you for your efforts in creating your book, ""CORE" Math made Easy". I just
returned from taking my exam and on the first attempt passed with a score of 174. After
spending just a few hours a day for the past couple of months with your materials I went
into the exam confident and ready. I highly recommend your book to those who think
this exam cannot be passed.
Thank you,
CPT Dan Preister
U.S. Army

I am emailing you to tell you that I got a 188 score on my math Praxis test.
Your book was wonderful!! It really helped me prepare for the test... The practice
tests were really hard! But, now I realize that if you could get through those practice
tests, the actual test would seem much easier... and it was!
Thank you so much for writing the book. I will definitely recommend it to others who
have to take the math Praxis!!
Tracy Grayson Peters
Montgomery County Public Schools
I just wanted to thank you for creating this book! My first two scores were 148 both times,
but this last score after the 1st lesson in your workbook was 160. I've been anxious to go
back to school, which I can't do unless I pass the Math Praxis. I was about to give up on
studying because I was still so confused about what I was doing wrong on the test, but then
I read some reviews on your workbook. I even had Praxis for Dummies, and the official
Praxis Test Prep forms. The night before my last retake, I only studied the first lesson of
your workbook and it increased my score by 12 points and I passed! I can only imagine my
score if I had fully studied the whole workbook. Thank you so much, it was definitely
worth the money spent. I'm definitely going to recommend your workbook to future Praxis
test takers, because a lot of students in my area have a hard time with the Math portion.
Thank you so so much!
Nicole Carrera

Dr. Gardner,
The mere thought of math use to scare me to death. Last spring, I almost
changed my major due to many friends telling me their horrific stories of
failing the math core. I just knew if they couldn't not pass it, I could not
either. However, by the grace of God, I was scrolling through a website and
your name appeared. Your book was spot on and I can honestly say there
was not one problem that you did not display in your book. I passed with a
166 and I want to thank you! Because of you, I can continue my degree of
study. I hope to be half the educator you are. Thank you so much again,
Alexis

Just wanted to say thank you so much for helping me to pass the praxis!!! With the help
of your book I was able to bring my score from 140 to 178....I am so happy! Your book
not only taught the concepts but provided great technique to tackle the math core
praxis in an efficient way! Thank you, thank you, thank you!!!🙏🏻🙏🏻
Dearest Dr. Lynn Gardner,
I would like to thank you for the wonderful study guide that you wrote and made available for
purchase for the Praxis Core Math! Today, I just took the exam and passed with a score of 172!!
I can’t even believe I’m typing that or saying that out loud! My three failing scores were…110,
116 and 118. Today was the last day that my school here in RI would take a passing grade of
147 in order to enter the program before they change it to 170 next week for fall 2018. I
purchased your book a while ago but really studied hard in the last 6 weeks with hard core
studying between work and kids in the literal last week. I scored 172. Thank you for literally
making math completely accessible to understand. For me, it worked 100% I wish I could give
you a great big hug! This is best day ever!!
Sincerely,
Melissa Lynch

Dr. Gardner,

I did not want to let a day pass-by without thanking you for your FANTASTIC book. After
trying to pass the PRAXIS Core Math, and failing four times, I found your book. I was
hesitant about buying it (having tried two other books from well-known publishers) and
then finding out that it was going to be just another book (I am sure other fellow
students know what I mean). Well, I decided to buy your book and I am SO thankful I
did. Your book PRAXIS "Core" Math Made Easy is just that, "EASY!" To make a long story
short, I finally passed the test!! The last four times (Yes, four) I got a score of 130, there
was one time when I got only 110! Today, I am so excited to tell you that I got a score of
194!! By using your book I learned easy ways to answer the problems. I am an ESL
student, and I am 45 yrs. old. So, taking the PRAXIS after many years of not using these
mathematical concepts and now doing it in a foreign language was just not easy for me.
Thank you, thank you! I will recommend your book to my fellow students. May God
bless you!
Forever grateful,
Sandra A. Davila-Ashcraft

Dear Dr. Gardner,
Thank you for your math preparation assistance. I took your "Core Math Made Easy--Math
Praxis 5732" last fall and was able to successfully pass the Praxis in December 2017 with a
score of 174. I had previously failed that test with a score of 140 when I took it in Sept., 2017.
I unfortunately failed Math 5003 this past April, 2018 because I did not have time to properly
prepare. I took the test as part of the Praxis II for Elementary teachers and luckily passed all
the other parts with rave scores. I ordered your on-line Math 5003 Praxis study guide,
completed everything in the book, then passed the Math 5003 last month (May) with a score
of 184.
I'm grateful for your guided math support and actually enjoyed the preparation once I
realized where my errors were in various steps. I have recommended your workshops to my
teacher candidate peers and will pass along information about your Summer 2018 workshop.
Anne Hess
GMU Elementary Education Graduate Student

This is Baylee Snisky and I’m emailing you regarding the “Praxis Core Math
Made Easy” study guide. I just wanted to tell you that your book helped me
tremendously! I failed the test 3 times and just took it again today and passed!
My score went up 19 points just from studying your book. I found it to be more
beneficial than the study guides on the Praxis website. I will be recommending
this book to everyone that I talk to about the Praxis. Thank you so much for
spending the time to make a very efficient study book.
I just wanted to say thank you for making this book! I learned SO much I wouldn't have
learned by YouTube, or web searches. All the practice tests, and lessons helped me
immensely! I took the Praxis Core-math 5 times, and I just passed it this morning. I
went from a 118, 132, 142, 138, all the way to a 172! I was actually in shock that my
score increased that much. I had a good feeling throughout the entire test, and your
questions were very similar to that of ones I saw. It's all thanks to Core Math Made
Easy!
Carissa Pacheco
I was just emailing to you let you know how amazing I did on the Praxis! Your book made it so
easy! I studied and did the practice tests and got a 198 on the test on my first try. I am beyond
happy. Thank you for making this amazing book!
All the best,
Mina

My name is Katherine Klepper, and I recently purchased your book, Praxis "Core" Math Made
Easy, after failing the exam three weeks ago with a score of 128. I am SO glad I found this
book! I studied it and the practice tests for two and a half weeks, and I passed the exam this
morning with a score of 162! It may not be a very impressive score, but for someone whose
weakest subject is math, it is wonderful!
I couldn't have done it without your book, and I will tell everyone I know who has to take the
exam to purchase it!
Thank you!
Katherine

I first want to say HORRAY, HORRAY, HORRAY; I PASSED!!!!
The Praxis Core Math has been a challenge for me to pass
for some time now. I tried every book, study guide, and
reference to help me pass the math, but it was not very
helpful. I became discouraged and unsure what else I could
do other than hiring an expensive tutor I could not afford.
My fiancé suggested I try Reddit to see if anyone suggested
a study method to help them pass. While researching I ran
across your website being mentioned and how so many
people thought it was beneficial for them. When I saw the
testimonials on your website I said to myself, “THAT WILL BE
ME”! I love the layout of your study guide and it helped me
raise my highest score which was a 136 to my NEW PASSING
SCORE a 178! I am grateful for finding your website and
purchasing the material because it helped me
tremendously!!! I want to just say thank you so much
Ms.Lynn!!
Sincerely,
Amanda Kirkman

Thank you so much for the book! I made a 148 on my last exam. I ordered the
book on June 27, 2018 and took the exam this morning, 21 days after my last
attempt and I scored a 182. I will recommend your book to anyone I know
struggling with the Praxis Core Math Exam.
Thanks,
Shameka Thomas
Hello, Dr. Gardner. I’m Ashley and I’m a current student at University of
South Alabama. Before I purchased your electronic copy of Core Math
Made Easy, I had taken the test 5 times and had no luck. This was the only
test in my way for starting student-teaching. I bought multiple practice
books, searched for all of the study tips, and used helpful websites. I
studied effortlessly and I just had no luck!! My scores were 132, 130, 142,
142, and 144. I almost gave up but then I had one more chance in order to
begin student-teaching. I bought your electronic copy of your book.
Yesterday, I took the Core Math test and PASSED with a 174!!! I almost
shriveled up and cried at my chair. I want to thank YOU so much!! Your
lessons, practice problems, and tests were VERY helpful and spot-on like
the actual test. I even mentioned your book to the test center’s proctor
because she heard of my significant score increase and wondered what I
had used to prepare so she can recommend to future educators that were
struggling as well. Most of all, thank you for making me not hate math
anymore and building my confidence! :)

Hi , I just wanted to say thank you. I took the exam last month and received a 136.
I took the exam yesterday after using your program for a little less than 3 weeks I
passed with a 186. My usual test anxiety was gone and your approach to
answering the questions was spot on. Thank you. Please have your team try to
find other ways to market this program. It's essential for everyone. Thank you
once again. Sarita

Hi Dr. Gardner, my name is Elizabeth Lowry. I just wanted to email you
to tell you how helpful your Praxis Core Math Made Easy book has
been! The first time I took the Praxis Core Math test, I checked out a
book at a local library and thought I was well prepared but I wasn't. I
received a score of 131. I realized that everything that was on the
actual test was not in the book that I checked out at the library. So, I
decided to do some research and figure out if anyone else was having
the same issue and to my surprise, a lot of people were! I found a
thread on Google with people asking about study material for the
Praxis Core Math test and I saw multiple comments and responses
talking about how much they recommended your book and how their
scores improved significantly after reviewing your book.
I just retook the Praxis Core Math test today, 07/19/2018, and am
ecstatic to say that with your help, I received a PERFECT score! I
received a 200! I went from a low score of 131 to an absolute perfect
score and I couldn't have done it without your book! I will gladly and
highly recommend your book to anyone who is struggling with passing
this test. Thank you so much for taking the time to create this book.

I wanted to send a thank you note for all the time and effort you put into the manual for
the Praxis 5732. I am 39 years old and am going through a midlife career change, and I
haven't used any math since I took College Algebra 20 years ago. After studying for
months using Khan Academy I felt prepared for the test. So I took the plunge and I
scheduled my test for for 7/27/18. However, I stumbled upon your book on 7/21/18 while
reading forums about the test. I looked at some of the practice questions that were offered
for free and I immediately had a sense of dread as I could not solve 2 of them. I
purchased your book and started working through the chapters. I really struggled in
statistics and geometry as I have not used either since high school. I wished I had come
across your book months ago when I started this journey. I was extremely nervous going
into the test. However after question 3 all anxiety was gone. Your practice tests were
FANTASTIC. They were just like taking the real test and I am pleased to report that I
scored a 184 on the test.
Thank you for all your help,
Roy Brown

I am writing to say thank you so much for your wonderful book + practice tests. Today I
passed the test and I scored 170 !!!!!!!!! My previous scores range from 128 to 136 until I
purchased your book and learned your precious strategies about saving time and being
positive. I have always been a math dummy, numbers made me anxious, but through
your book, I learned how to take everything like a game and eventually I even enjoyed
it. Also, I studied in Italy, I have never done standardized tests in all my life and I suffer
a lot from time anxiety. Your book with its friendly approach, the gradually increased
difficulty of the exercises and the clear explanations, dramatically increased my
confidence, and today I was very calm when I took the test.
You are a great professor Dr. Gardner, I wish I had had you as my math professor from
day one in primary school, it would have changed the course of my life.
Thank to you, I will be able to complete my teaching certification and, more importantly,
I gained more confidence in myself. I am soooooooo grateful to you!!! You are the best.
Germana Giupponi

I just wanted to reach out and say thank you (x a million) for putting the Core
Math Made Easy book together. The first time I took the math portion, I failed
with 134 points. After using your book to study for a month, I took the math
portion for the second time today and I passed with a whopping 194 points, a 60
point jump!! I was able to fly through all 56 questions with 15 minutes left to
review. Thank you thank you THANK YOU for breaking all of the concepts down,
you definitely made it easier to understand. 😊
Heather

I would like to say thank you for taking the time out to put this book together. I
failed the praxis core test 2 times and I was to the point where I was ready to give
up. The last time I failed the test I started looking online and came across your
book. I studied each part separately and took 4 of the practice tests. I took the test
today and finally passed the test. I am so thankful. Another student failed and I
gave her the link to your site. I will not share the book as you deserve the money
for each purchase. Thank you so much.
M.W

My husband and I want to thank you for publishing this LIFE CHANGING WORKBOOK. I just wished we
had found your book sooner. I was hesitant on buying another book that would prepare my husband
for his praxis exam; we had already purchased 6. Even after reading, studying, and preparing with other
books he failed his Math Praxis 3 times with scores of 120, 132, and 132. As you could imagine he
became defeated and started to think he was not going to pass this test. Luckily, I stumbled on a forum
with educators who were having similar problems passing the math praxis. They suggested your book,
after reading testimonials on the forum, I took the leap of faith and bought the online version of Praxis
“Core” Math Made Easy. He finished the entire workbook in 3 weeks and was able to pass with a score
of 160.
Thank you,
Milton Gabriel

Just wanted to say THANK YOU so much...took the Praxis Math Core (4th time) and
passed with a 174! I only wish I had discovered MGM tutoring sooner.
I am 54 years old, taught Pre-School for 23 years, and made the leap to go back to
college to get my degree in elementary education. If Dr. Lynn's tutoring can help this old
broad, it can work for anybody!!
Pamela Rider

I would like to thank you from the bottom of my heart, for your incredible book
/prep course/ exams. I have taken the math core yesterday, and passed it. In fact, I
had improved from my previous score (took it 5 weeks ago) from 148, to 172.
This, was my 10th time taking it. I've already passed the praxis content, reading
and writing. Because I couldn't pass the math, I've lost my health insurance,
endured a huge salary cut (from conditional hire to a substitute), ultimately
resulting in loss of my home, self - confidence, and respect from my certified
teacher colleagues (I had a late career change).
Although I am highly qualified and experienced teacher in my content area, I just
couldn't pass the math core. After my 7th fail, some began to wonder if I had a
mental block with math that needed to be addressed with psychological therapy.
I've worked with 5 different tutors, but all the praxis prep books, did the Kahn,
Mathisforfun, online paid membership test exams, on and on. And still I couldn't
pass, until yesterday.
Without your help, I don't believe I would've passed the math core yesterday.
There were many questions I would have missed, without the help of your
guidance. By the way, my first score two years ago, was 102.
You make us say, I Love Math! I still can't say it- I've been too traumatized by this
public school initiation ritual. (I am an excellent music teacher !!!!), but maybe,
someday I will say it.

Today I passed the math Praxis section with a score of 182!!! I cannot even begin to thank you
for all the help that your book and online practice tests have brought me. The first four times I
took the math test, my scores ranged from 116-124, but with your help, I was able to bring my
score up by 60+ points (on average). To prepare for this exam, I was privately tutored (May
through July) thinking I was more than prepared for this test. However, I was indeed not ready
and I went on a search for another solution. That is when I found your book, online, and I am
extremely thankful that I did. I was able to use my base tutoring along with the discipline of your
book’s practice tests, with a self-imposed start and stop time for each test in order to simulate test
conditions. Lastly, the answer key and explanations for each question reinforced how to solve
questions in the most efficient and timely manner. The Praxis test is not only a test of knowledge
but one of speed in processing to the correct solution. Those disciplines along with God’s help
and guidance and prayers from family and friends helped me to that final score. I have already
mentioned to my professors and college friends about how your book/tests do wonders when
preparing for this exam. Thank you again for all of your efforts to have helped previous students
and those future test takers.
Victoria

I wanted to let you know I took my Praxis core math test on Wednesday and blew it out of the
water with a 176. That's a 40 point increase from the last time I took the exam. My eyes went
glassy with tears of relief that this math nightmare was finally over. I fully credit passing this
exam to the time spent studying your incredibly well put together book. I've been telling as many
of my peers as I can about it so they don't struggle the way I did with other resources that just
didn't measure up with the quality of questions you included in all of your practice tests. You cut
through the jargon and made the material all so simple, approachable and understandable. Please
know how grateful I am to you for putting out such an amazing math resource!
Cody Field
I am writing you this email to fill you in of my current mathematics score on the praxis core for
educators’ exam. Before I ordered your book, I took the praxis core reading, writing, and math at one
time. I received a 115 on the math section. As you know I became very discouraged, considering math
has never been on my side. I was also very nervous because I had to pass this test before my student
teaching in the spring semester. However, I just took the math section again today and after studying
your book and practice tests, I received a 168.
I cannot thank you enough, your material is incredible and EXTREMELY helpful. It was amazing how
much I improved. Everything about it: the material was extremely accurate, the explanations were so
clear and helpful, and finally, your encouraging words were the cherry on top of the cake. I just wanted
to thank you, I know this book has helped and will help MANY future teachers.
Sincerely,
Allison Deaver

I took my test today! I got a 198 because of your study guide!!! Thanks so much for creating it
and taking the time to make it! I studied the praxis ets recommended study guide that I paid $90
for and I couldn’t pass! Someone at my college told me about your book and I purchased it!
You are a big hit with us Liberty students on FB. We are always recommending your study guide
and giving people your link to buy it!
Alyssia
I am emailing you to tell me that your Core Math Made Easy was the reason I passed me Praxis. This was
my fifth time taking the Praxis Core Math and I was feeling defeated that I would never pass it. Finding
your book was the reason I passed my test and I am so great-full. You made understanding math so easy
and actually fun. I left the testing center in tears of joy and relief. I can’t recommend your book enough
to other students who are in the same position as I was. Thank you again for your book and for helping
me pass my Praxis!
Lindsay Karros

Hello!! I just wanted to write you and tell you how appreciative and grateful I am for your book!
I have put off the praxis test for the past 8 years (I’ve been going to school on and off since
2010) I finally was forced to take it since I took all the classes I could take because I couldn’t get
into teacher prep program without passing the praxis. I took a praxis math test at school, bought
both ets practice test and studied praxis for dummies and still failed the exam (3 times)
thankfully I came across your book! It was exactly like the test and helped so much in
understanding how to do these problems. I studied every lesson and test and went from a 146 to a
186!!! I’m forever thankful for this book! Thank you so much for helping me get one step closer
to my dreams,
-Rachel

When I knew that I had to take a Math Test for my teaching certificate...I
started trembling and waking up in cold sweat. Then, by chance, I came
across your name and your book. I bought it, studied it, and completed all
the practice tests. I went to take the Core Math exam with a confidence I
never had in regards to mathematics. I passed on my first try with 180
points!
I cannot thank you enough,
Laura Cuppone
Thanks so much for your book! I passed the math praxis today with a 174 my score was a 120
at first! Today
Brianna P.

was the best day of my life thanks to your book!!

I am thrilled to say I passed the Core Math this morning on my second attempt! I scored a 168!
My first attempt was a 128. Your book definitely made the difference! I gained great tips and the
repetition of doing the tests was extremely beneficial. I learned of your book from the Praxis
Core Math Exam Facebook group. I wish I had it for my first go round! Thank you for creating
such a beneficial book!
Rae Anne
I just wanted to let you know that after taking the Praxis math core 5732 multiple times I finally passed
thanks to your manual! 30 years after my high school math, I studied Khan Academy from the Praxis ETS
site for a year and was very frustrated I still wasn't able to pass this exam. I decided to change my
searching technique for how to pass this exam when I found this manual. After going through the entire
packet I reached a 166 score! Thank you very much for the help! I just wish I found this manual

earlier as it would have saved me time and money in the long run.
Susan

I would like to thank you for creating the book Praxis Core Math Made Easy. After failing twice
the test, I purchased this book online, studied it and passed with a score of 180. As a French
language teacher, it was difficult for me to remember all those math skills, but you made it
possible. The explanations on the book are so clear and accessible to even nonnative English
speakers. I also love the encouraging notes you wrote on it.
Now for the first time, I can say: "I love math".
Thank you so much 😊
Abi

I have taken the Core math praxis five times. After taking it on my fourth try, I felt defeated. I
studied for over a month and scored the lowest that I had ever scored (120, 118, 130, 116). I
searched online, like many other times, and came across a blog where someone recommended
getting your book because it helped them pass. I decided to buy your book and give it a try. I
cannot thank you enough for making this book! I finally passed on my fifth try (166). The other
study materials didn't cover everything and I found that I was studying material that wasn't even
on my test. I will be forever grateful for your book!
Thank You,
Nicole Cambre

